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With more than 200 marvelous recipes and beautiful color photography, DK's plant-based-only cookbook also provides nutritional information,
tips on transitioning to a plant-based diet, and advice for the newbie on easy plant-based cooking techniques. Whether by choice or by a
doctor's orders, readers will get all of the information they need to make satisfying meals without meat and dairy.
America's Test Kitchen decodes and demystifies vegan cooking so you can reap its many benefits. Avoid the pitfalls of bland food, lack of
variety, and overprocessed ingredients with approachable, fresh, vibrant recipes. Can vegan cooking be flavorful? Satisfying? Easy to make?
Through rigorous testing on the science of vegan cooking, America's Test Kitchen addresses these questions head-on, finding great-tasting
and filling vegan protein options, cooking without dairy, preparing different whole grains and vegetables, and even baking. Reimagine
mealtime by celebrating vegetables at the center of the plate and in salads and grain bowls. Take a new look at comfort foods with a
surprisingly rich and creamy lasagna or hearty burger with all the fixings. Bake the perfect chewy chocolate chip cookie or a layer cake that
stands tall for any celebration. With more than 200 rigorously-tested vibrant recipes, this cookbook has something satisfying for everyone--the
committed vegan or simply those looking to freshen up their cooking.
Incredible classic comfort food recipes for a vegan lifestyle. Vegan cuisine is exploding in popularity around the world, and now more than
ever, people are adopting a plant-based diet or vegan lifestyle. Not only can you thrive eating a healthy plant-based diet, but also you can
now enjoy all those familiar comfort food dishes that you have been craving. In The Classics Veganized, you will find over 120 drool-worthy
dishes that reinvent classic comfort foods with a modern spin. Standout vegan dishes that no one would know are meatless! Start with
appetizers, like Crispy Mushroom Calamari, Cheesy Tex-Mex Quesadillas, and Boneless Wings, because really, is there any other way to
kick-off a meal? You will find lots of hearty mains like Hickory Smoked Ribs, Chickpea Pot Pie, Home-Style Meatloaf, White Widow Mac and
Cheese, and Shepherd's Pie. Round out dishes with sides and salads like Buttermilk Onion Rings, Creamy Caesar Salad, and Twice Baked
Vegan Taters. Weekend brunch is a must with Buttermilk Blueberry Pancakes, Breakfast in Bed Scones, Quiche Lorraine, and Sunny Side
Up Vegan Eggs with Yolks. Easy-to-make vegan desserts put the finishing touch on any meal. Classic desserts like Chocolate Fudge Cake
with Buttercream Frosting, Soft and Chewy Chocolate Chip Cookies, and Pineapple Upside Down Cake are a breeze to throw together with
basic ingredients. The Classics Veganized also includes recipes to make your own vegan pantry staples and condiments from cheeses and
butters to dressings and sauces.
Gourmet Vegan Fare Prepared with Culinary Flair! Jay Solomon knows how to make vegan food taste good. It just takes a bit of creativity —
something Jay has in spades. Here one of the most renowned vegetarian cooks offers recipes that make food achingly good. His secret? The
incredibly subtle effect of fresh herbs, spicy chilies, and fragrant spices. In 150 Vegan Favorites, you'll explore the exciting possibilities of
cooking with these flavorful yet easy-to-find ingredients. In addition, you will begin to use marvelous ingredients such as colorful leafy
vegetables, couscous, red lentils, wild rice, butternut squash, and West Indian pumpkin. You'll find such tantalizingly delicious recipes as:
·Curried Squash with Winter Greens ·Tangy Couscous with Black Beans and Corn ·Lemony Artichoke Pilaf ·Yellow Rice and Avocado
Burritos ·Rosemary-Roasted Jerusalem Artichokes ·Mango-Banana Flambe Also included are helpful shopping tips and glossaries of rices,
grains, legumes, and squash. You don't have to be vegan or even vegetarian to enjoy these zesty recipes. With 150 Vegan Favorites, meatfree, dairy-free cooking has never been easier or more delicious!
Embrace a plant-based diet in 2021 with Angela Liddon's classic vegan cookbook, containing over 100 easy and delicious recipes 'A colourful
compendium of plant-based recipes' Daily Telegraph _______ Angela Liddon's irresistible and foolproof recipes have become the gold
standard for plant-based cooking. Filled with over 100 family-friendly recipes, Oh She Glows Every Day is the classic vegan cookbook for
simple, easy and tasty plant-based cooking. These tasty recipes include . . . - ENERGY-BOOSTING BREAKFASTS such as glowing rainbow
smoothie bowl, roasted breakfast hash and apple pie overnight oats - TASTY ENTREES such as chilli cheese nachos, sun-dried tomato
pasta and comforting lentil and chickpea curry - SIDES AND SALADS such as protein power rainbow quinoa salad, marinated italian tofu and
miracle healing broth - SNACKS AND DESSERTS such as chocolate-dipped macaroons, spiced buttercream frosting, lemon cheesecake
with strawberry-vanilla compote - HOMEMADE STAPLES such as vegan mayo, almond-hazelnut butter and coconut whipped cream A
beautiful go-to cookbook from one of the internet's most most popular voices in food, Oh She Glows Every Day proves that it's possible to
cook simple, nourishing, and tasty vegan meals for every day of the week. 'You will want to make everything' Independent 'Glowing with
goodness' Vegetarian Living
A beautifully photographed and modern vegetarian cookbook packed with more than 200 quick, healthy, and fresh recipes that explore the
full breadth of vegetarian ingredients--grains, nuts, seeds, and seasonal vegetables--from Jamie Oliver's London-based food stylist and writer
Anna Jones. How we want to eat is changing. More and more people cook without meat several nights a week and are constantly seeking to
push the boundaries of their own vegetarian repertoire. At the same time, people want food that is a little lighter, healthier, and easier on our
wallets, and that relies less on dairy and gluten. Based on how Anna likes to eat day to day--from a blueberry and amaranth porridge, to a
quick autumn root panzanella, to a pistachio and squash galette--A Modern Way to Eat is a cookbook for how we want to eat now.
Musician and plant-based ambassador Moby shares his favorite creative and delicious vegan dishes Moby became vegan more than thirty
years ago, when few people knew how to pronounce the word. Since then, vegan cuisine has flourished as the fastest-growing and most
innovative cuisine on the planet. As a passionate animal rights advocate and also a food lover, Moby has helped fuel this evolution at his
wildly popular restaurants. He is the original owner of the L.A. celebrity hotspot Little Pine, which showcases an elevated menu proving once
and for all that vegan food is “all grown up” and the most delicious way to be eating today. Now Moby takes readers inside this special
corner of Southern California with The Little Pine Cookbook, a collection of 125 recipes inspired by the restaurant's beloved dishes. Gateway
recipes like Panko-Crusted Piccata will wow even the hardest-to-please meat lovers. And veg-forward small plates like Fried Cauliflower with
Kimchi Aioli and go-to pastas like Orecchiette with Braised Leeks, Asparagus & English Peas will become back-pocket staples, no matter
your diet. And didn’t you know that desserts are healthier when they are vegan? Indulge in the simple pleasure of Butterscotch Pudding or
the rich decadence of Chocolate Bread Pudding while feeling good about yourself and your contribution to a better planet. Whatever you’re
making, the spirit of Little Pine—of community, of sharing, and of giving—is in all these recipes, and they are here for you to savor every day.
“Get ready for your taste buds to explode.”—Isa Chandra Moskowitz Can’t imagine living without cheese? Convinced that dairy-free baked
goods just don’t cut it? Hate the taste of tofu and not a fan of boring salads? EXCUSES, BE GONE! Blogger-author extraordinaire Kristy
Turner deliciously refutes every excuse you’ve ever heard with 125 bursting-with-flavor vegan recipes for every meal of the day—including
dessert! “All those special ingredients are way more expensive.” Not when you can make your own Homemade Seitan, Barbecue Sauce,
Zesty Ranch Dressing, and Tofu Sour Cream. “I could never give up cheese!” You won’t miss it at all with Tempeh Bacon Mac ‘n’ Cheese
with Pecan Parmesan, Tofu Chèvre, Citrus-Herb Roasted Beets with Macadamia Ricotta, or Mushroom Cheddar Grilled Cheese Sandwiches.
“What about brunch?” Chickpea Scramble Breakfast Tacos, Lemon Cornmeal Waffles with Blueberry Sauce, and Caramel Apple-Stuffed
French Toast are vegan breakfasts of champions! “My friends won’t want to come over for dinner.” They will when they get a taste of Carrot
Cashew Pâté, Portobello Carpaccio, and Gnocchi alla Vodka. “But I scream for ice cream!” Then you’ll shriek over Dark Chocolate Sorbet,
Mango Lassi Ice Cream, and from-scratch Oatmeal Raisin Ice Cream Sandwiches. If you’re a waffling vegan newbie, on-the-fence
vegetarian, or veg-curious omnivore, this book will banish your doubts. You’ll find you can get enough protein, fit in at a potluck, learn to love
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cauliflower, and enjoy pizza, nachos, brownies, and more—without any animal products at all. (Even vegan pros will discover some new
tricks!) Colorful photographs throughout will have you salivating over Kristy’s inventive, easy-to-follow recipes. So what are you waiting for?
Get in the kitchen and leave your excuses at the door!
The creators of the New York Times bestselling cookbook series Thug Kitchen are back to deliver you the sorta gentle, but always hilarious
shove you need to take the leap into healthy eating. Thug Kitchen 101 includes more than 100 easy and accessible recipes to give you a
solid start toward a better diet. TK holds your hand and explains ingredients from chickpeas to nooch so you'll feel confident knowing exactly
what the f*ck you're cooking. This kickass vegan kitchen primer also serves up health benefits and nutrition statistics to remind everyone,
from curious newbies to health nuts, how a plant-based lifestyle benefits our bodies, minds, environment, and our pocketbooks. THAT'S
RIGHT. EAT GREEN, SAVE GREEN. So scared of commitment you can't even dedicate some time to cook? Thug Kitchen's here to fix that
sh*t: All recipes in TK 101 are guaranteed to be faster than delivery, so you can whip up some tasty meals with simple ingredients regardless
of when you stumbled home from work. You're too damn important to be eating garbage, so TK has made it easy to take care of #1: you. No
needless nonsense or preachy bullsh*t. Just delicious, healthy, homemade food for all the full-time hustlers out there. "Thug Kitchen backs up
its bluster with good, solid recipes."--New York Times "Funny, self-aware, and full of delicious-looking recipes that I want to make right this
second." --Epicurious.com "F*cking delicious."--Popsugar.com
Have your cake (and veganize it, too)! Bianca and Sascha, bloggers and foodie couple behind Elephantastic Vegan and The Veginner’s
Cookbook believe that any reason to adopt a vegan lifestyle is a great reason, and your decision to stop eating animal products will be one of
the best of your life. But what about bacon? Vegans still love breakfast sandwiches. And popcorn chicken. And mac and cheese. And all the
other comforting, delicious foods we grew up with. Don’t worry, having these cravings is completely normal and part of every vegan’s life.
Cravings Made Vegan offers plant-based resources and guides for every meat eater, cheese lover, and milk drinker followed by a unique
collection of fifty detailed recipes to create surprisingly delicious alternatives for all those non-vegan dishes you still hold dear. Recipes
include melted cheese sandwiches, hearty sausages, baked almond feta, and a steaming hot chocolate fudge pudding that will make you
forget about your pre-vegan life. Bianca and Sascha offer easy vegan swapping alternatives for all your favorite meat and dairy products and
answers to every vegan’s most-asked questions: how to make food taste and look like it has eggs in it, how to make tofu not boring, and how
to satisfy that bacon craving.
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The blogger behind the Saveur award-winning blog The First Mess shares her eagerly anticipated debut cookbook, featuring more than 125
beautifully prepared seasonal whole-food recipes. Home cooks head to The First Mess for Laura Wright’s simple-to-prepare seasonal vegan
recipes but stay for her beautiful photographs and enchanting storytelling. In her debut cookbook, Wright presents a visually stunning
collection of heirloom-quality recipes highlighting the beauty of the seasons. Her 125 produce-forward recipes showcase the best each
season has to offer and, as a whole, demonstrate that plant-based wellness is both accessible and delicious. Wright grew up working at her
family’s local food market and vegetable patch in southern Ontario, where fully stocked root cellars in the winter and armfuls of fresh produce
in the spring and summer were the norm. After attending culinary school and working for one of Canada’s original local food chefs, she
launched The First Mess at the urging of her friends in order to share the delicious, no-fuss, healthy, seasonal meals she grew up eating, and
she quickly attracted a large, international following. The First Mess Cookbook is filled with more of the exquisitely prepared whole-food
recipes and Wright’s signature transporting, magical photography. With recipes for every meal of the day, such as Fluffy Whole Grain
Pancakes, Romanesco Confetti Salad with Meyer Lemon Dressing, Roasted Eggplant and Olive Bolognese, and desserts such as Earl Grey
and Vanilla Bean Tiramisu, The First Mess Cookbook is a must-have for any home cook looking to prepare nourishing plant-based meals with
the best the seasons have to offer.
With its emphasis on quality ingredients, nuanced global flavors, and sumptuous presentation, the original GOURMET SLOW COOKER
inspired discerning home cooks to dust off-and fall in love with-their slow cookers again. Back by popular demand, Lynn Alley serves a
generous second helping of sophisticated yet easy-to-prepare slow-cooker recipes, this time with a focus on regional comfort food. Packed
with classic and innovative dishes designed to delight family and guests alike, THE GOURMET SLOW COOKER: VOLUME II will satisfy fans'
hunger for new recipes-and encourage even more busy home cooks to join the bandwagon.ReviewsRecommended for "the cook who wants
ease, but with more flavor than the bland crock-pot cuisine your mother made."-Portland Oregonian
Just imagine the dishes that are close to your heart, the ones that make you smile, feel happy and warm inside. It's loaded with plant-based
comfort food recipes you're sure to love. Perfect for the transitioning vegan and a splash of flavor for the plant-based veterans.
A born food-lover, raised in California on Òthe best Mexican food in the countryÓ and her father's Òtraditional Southern soul food,Ó Alicia C.
Simpson couldn't imagine giving up her favorite dishes to become vegan. Animal-free food might be healthier, but could it match the tastes of
homeÑlike fried chicken, macaroni and cheese, or a bowl of chili? Three years after Alicia took the vegan plunge, Quick and Easy Vegan
Comfort Food answers that question with a resounding Òyes!Ó Here is the essential cookbook for any of America's more than 6 million
vegans who miss the down-home tastes they remember (or want to try), or for vegetarians and even meat-eaters who want to add more plantbased foods to their diets, but don't know where to start. Comfort-seeking cooks will find: Easy-to-prepare, animal-free versions of classics
like Spicy Buffalo Bites, Ultimate Nachos, Baked Ziti and more65 delicious combinations for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, with flavors from
around the world, like ÒChinese Take-InÓ or ÒTijuana TorpedoÓEverything you need to know to start your vegan pantry, and why being
vegan is easier, less expensive, and more delicious than you might think. With spirit and style, Alicia shows just how easyÑyes, and
comfortingÑvegan food can be.
Two vegans in a world of quinoa and kale that refuse to go with the grain. Who says one must give up an insatiable need for comfort food just
to eat better, to save animals and the planet? The Edgy Veg, the YouTube sensation (200,000 subscribers and counting, not to mention
630,000+ views per month) are on a culinary journey to revolutionize vegan food as we know it. Tired of traditional plant-based diets filled
with salads and smoothies that just feels, well, tired, Candice and James set out on a culinary mission to re-purpose familiar favorites, by
recreating childhood and adult cravings for folks with sophisticated palettes and food-nerd obsessions. Every single recipe can be enjoyed by
vegans, vegetarians and omnivores alike -- they're all tested by James Aita, a former meat and cheese loving guy, and also tirelessly tested
on friends and family. These dishes taste fabulous. The Edgy Veg has 100 amazing recipes to meet and exceed the need for stick-to-yourribs/don't even miss the meat, comfort dishes. Those take-out pangs will be banished once and for all with Perfectly Pleasing Pesto Pizza.
With General Tso's Chicken or Buffalo Cauliflower Wings, entertaining for even the most hard-core carnivores is a snap. One taste of
Spaghetti and Neat Balls, Bro, or Infamous Edgy Veg Fried Chicken or The Mac Daddy will easily convince all. To quench a thirst or sweet
tooth, Mean Green Ginger Machine, Grade Eh Caesar and swoon-worthy Death by Chocolate Mousse is perfect. Goodbye to dairy, milk,
eggs and tired tofu and hello to tasty tacos, perfect pizza and deluxe burgers. Cake, burgers and fries are here too!
A fun and irreverent take on vegan comfort food that's saucy, sweet, sassy, and most definitely deep-fried, from YouTube sensation Lauren
Toyota of Hot for Food. In this bold collection of more than 100 recipes, the world of comfort food and vegan cooking collide as Lauren Toyota
shares her favorite recipes and creative ways to make Philly cheesesteak, fried chicken, and mac 'n' cheese, all with simple vegan
ingredients. Never one to hold back, Lauren piles plates high with cheese sauce, ranch, bacon, and barbecue sauce, all while sharing
personal stories and tips in her engaging and hilarious voice. The result is indulgent, craveworthy food - like Southern Fried Cauliflower, The
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Best Vegan Ramen, and Raspberry Funfetti Pop Tarts - made for sharing with friends at weeknight dinners, weekend brunches, and beyond.
Bestselling author, vegan goddess, and comfort food queen Isa Chandra Moskowitz is back with her biggest book ever -- to prove that
making festive vegan food for any occasion can be easy, delicious, and super fun. Gone are the days of stressing over how to please family
and friends with different dietary needs. Bursting with knock-your-socks-off, mind-bogglingly tasty vegan recipes for Cinnamon Apple Crepes,
Cheeseburger Pizza, Biscuits and Gravy, Churro Biscotti, and so much more, The Superfun Times Vegan Holiday Cookbook will make
everyone at your table happy-even meat eaters and the gluten challenged. Isa provides everything you need to get your party started, from
finger food and appetizers to casseroles, roasts, and dozens of special sides. Then comes a throng of cakes, cookies, cobblers, loaves, pies,
and frozen treats to make you feel like the best dang vegan cook in the world. You'll start with New Year's, stop for Valentine's Day on the
way to Easter and Passover, party down from Cinco de Mayo through the Fourth of July, and cook through Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, and
Christmas. And with more than 250 seasonal recipes, you'll mix, match, and remix for every celebration in between -- filling your life with
holiday cheer the whole year round.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and
galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb
Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at
least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of
recipes available to her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million results. Where
do you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her award-winning blog,
Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that
guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen
Cookbook is all about approachable, uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables: asparagus
blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so
often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that
yield amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking for a crowd;
and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts
and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
Plant-Based Recipes with Heart and Soul Here to ring in a new era of vegan cooking is Lauren Hartmann, native Southerner, chef and
founder of the food blog Rabbit and Wolves. In these 60 recipes, Lauren shows you how to make rich, buttery, decadent plant- based
versions of all your favorite southern foods, so you never again have to miss out on the tastes you love. With foolproof cooking methods and
easy substitutions, every bite of these spot-on vegan dishes will transport you to a warm summer night, full of family, tradition and (of course)
a little sweet tea. Start the day with a proper southern brunch, complete with a Giant Gooey Toffee Cinnamon Roll and Black Pepper-Chive
Biscuits and “Sausage Gravy.” Gather the whole family for a seriously good feast, with Cheesy Biscuit Vegetable Pot Pie, Pecan-Crusted
Tofu with Mashed Sweet Potatoes and Collard Green Carbonara. Don’t forget to serve them with the best southern staples, like Candied
JalapeÑo Hushpuppies, Pimento Cheese Spread and Dill Pickle Pasta Salad. Finish the meal off with a slice of Mississippi Mud Cheesecake,
Berry-Peach Cornmeal Cobbler or a Red Velvet Funnel Cake. These comforting recipes perfectly capture the rich flavors of the South, all
while helping you discover a delicious plant-based side of everything fried, stewed and barbecued.
Hip, healthy, and flavorful, Tahini & Turmeric delivers vegan haute cuisine in 101 easy-to-prepare recipes With gorgeous full-color photos,
artful writing, and out-of-the-box recipes, you'll see why this duo's successful and heart-healthy website, MayIHaveThatRecipe.com, has such
a dedicated following. Drawing on the ancient traditions of Turkey, Lebanon, and Israel to the trendy palates of Barcelona, Spain, Cohen and
Fox showcase delicious vegan dishes with sophisticated flavor profiles and beautiful, crowd-pleasing presentations. From brunch specials
such as Chickpea and Pepper Shakshuka and Zucchini Fritters with Yogurt Cucumber Sauce, to rich, intensely-flavored desserts, like
Creamy Tahini Cheesecake and Rose Water Pudding Tartelettes with Pomegranate and Pistachios, there's a dish for every meal. Paired with
fresh greens, the salads and appetizers can more than hold their own for an easy weeknight supper that is healthy, filling, and beautiful.
Entrées such as Harissa meatless meatballs with Aromatic Turmeric Broth and Sweet and Savory Quinoa Stuffed Eggplant do double duty
for everyday or holiday. With detailed explanations of Middle Eastern foods, and suggestions on the best way to build up a home pantry of
staples, you'll discover a world of flavor. Once you begin cooking from Tahini & Turmeric, you'll find yourself experimenting with pistachios
and pomegranate syrup--and, of course, tahini and turmeric.
At last, vegan food that packs a heaping helping of comfort without the extra calories! Alicia C. Simpson, the master of vegan comfort food, is
back again with food that’s crave-worthy and conscience-friendly: 150 satisfying, flavorful, all-new recipes to enjoy from breakfast to dinner
and anytime in between. However you define “comfort food,” Alicia’s got you covered with down-home Southern standards, Tex-Mex fiesta
favorites, backyard BBQ fare, ole-fashioned one-dish meals, riffs on classic takeout—and a few surprises destined to become new standbys:
Baked Hush Puppies • Hoppin’ John • Sweet Potato Salad • Meatball Soup • Carolina BBQ Sammich • Chik’n Pot Pie • Kung Pao Tofu •
Gyros with Tzatziki Sauce • Butter Rum Pound Cake • Ooey Gooeys • Mexican Hot Cocoa • and more! Every recipe includes detailed
nutritional data on calories, carbohydrates, fat, fiber, and more. Plus, suggested daily menus, ranging from 1,400 to 2,000 calories, make it
easier than ever to start cooking food that’s good—in every sense of the word!
100 simply delicious vegan recipes--good for the planet, and for you--from the chef and blogger behind The Buddhist Chef. A practicing
Buddhist for over two decades, Jean-Philippe Cyr, aka The Buddhist Chef, believes that everyone has the power to make their vision of the
world a reality--and that the most impactful way to do that is through the food we choose to make, eat, and share. This realization led him to
veganism, which transformed his life and health. In this cookbook, he shares how to make classic dishes vegan, easy, and so delicious and
show-stopping that everyone--even the pickiest of eaters--will love them. The Buddhist Chef is a collection of Jean-Philippe's best vegan
recipes that will become a mainstay in vegan and non-vegan kitchens alike. The recipes are perfect for long-time vegans, those trying out a
vegan diet for the first time, or those simply trying to eat more plant-based foods. Inspired by cuisines from all around the world, these recipes
offer something for everyone. Enjoy breakfast and brunch recipes like Vegan Shakshuka and Maple Baked Beans, or salads and proteinpacked bowls like Beet Carpaccio or Tempeh Poke Bowl. Transform your dinners with hearty mains like Eggplant Parmigiana, General Tso's
Tofu, and Mushroom Poutine. Indulge in vegan desserts like Chocolate Lava Cake or have a nourishing snack like Coconut Matcha Energy
Balls. With delicious recipes for every meal of the day, The Buddhist Chef is a celebration of healthy, plant-based dishes that will have
everyone at the table, vegan or not, wanting more.
Today's corner stores and mainstream restaurants offer vegan options that weren't previously available-- but to too many people "vegan" still
means "bland." Coscarelli introduces exciting, plant-based recipes that are fun, full of flavor, and make you feel healthier. She debunks the
myths with recipes bold in taste, loud in color, unabashedly unique, and easy to make.
Celebrate the gorgeous and delicious possibilities of plant-based Southern cuisine. Inspired by the landscape and flavors of his childhood on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast, Timothy Pakron found his heart, soul, and calling in cooking the Cajun, Creole, and southern classics of his youth.
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In his debut cookbook, he shares 125 plant-based recipes, all of which substitute ingredients without sacrificing depth of flavor and reveal the
secret tradition of veganism in southern cooking. Finding ways to re-create his experiences growing up in the South--making mud pies and
admiring the deep pink azaleas--on the plate, Pakron looks to history and nature as his guides to creating the richest food possible. Filled with
as many evocative photographs and stories as easy-to-follow recipes, Mississippi Vegan is an ode to the transporting and ethereal beauty of
the food and places you love.
Transform your favorite comfort foods into delicious vegan delights Plant-based eating doesn't mean you have to settle for a life without
comfort food! Easy Vegan Comfort Food is an enticing entry into vegan cookbooks, with 80 recipes for comfort food classics that can be
made in 5 steps or less. Start with an overview of must-have equipment and pantry staples, and learn insider tips and shortcuts to minimize
time spent in the kitchen. Then, jump into simple vegan recipes that rely on healthy, whole foods you can easily find at your local grocery
store. A standout among vegan cookbooks, Easy Vegan Comfort Food includes: 10-Ingredient recipes--Make it quick and effortless to whip
up comfort food favorites with uncomplicated recipes that use 10 familiar ingredients or fewer. Vegan fridge staples--Unlike other vegan
cookbooks, this one teaches you how to create veganized essentials like butter, milk, mayonnaise, and more. Recipe hacks--Find
suggestions for making recipes ahead of time, swapping or adding ingredients to switch up the flavors, and adapting dishes to accommodate
dietary restrictions and preferences. When it comes to vegan cookbooks that make it simple to re-create the comfort foods you know and
love, Easy Vegan Comfort Food has you covered.
Feed your face with satisfying, delicious food. Vegan Comfort Classics is a collection of 101 mouth-watering recipes that combine innovative
plant-based cooking with flavoursome comfort food. YouTube sensation Lauren Toyota of the hit vegan channel, Hot for Food, offers
indulgent, crave-worthy dishes such as Courgette-Onion Bhajis, Mac 'n Cheese Onion Rings, Herb-loaded Sausage Rolls, Spicy Peanut
Noodles, Waffle-topped Cottage Pie, Stuffed Crust Pizza, Raspberry Funfetti Pop Tarts, Fudgy Brownies as well as a whole chapter of
delicious melty, stacked sandwiches and essential sauces to make any meal awesome. Each and every tempting recipe is photographed.
This is modern, tasty food made for weeknights, sharing with friends at the weekend, late-night munchies and beyond.
Tempted to try your hand at vegan food but don't know where to start? Or even just to make meat-free Monday a regular thing? Long gone
are the days of vegan food being dull and worthy: Vegan 100 is bold, vibrant and gorgeous. Going vegan was the best decision Gaz Oakley
ever made. Gaz, aka Avant-Garde Vegan, was once a meat eater and often didn't feel well. Overnight, he decided to go vegan for the health
benefits, for his love of animals and to do his part in looking after the planet. He found that, as a trained chef, it was surprisingly easy to get
big tastes and colours into vegan dishes without compromise, and he also noticed an improvement in the way he felt. The emphasis in Gaz's
100 amazing vegan recipes is first and foremost on FLAVOUR. From Kentucky Fried Chick'n and Fillet "Steak" Wellington to Chocolate Tart
and Summer Berry Mousse Cake, it's all incredible-tasting food that just happens to be vegan. Delectable, beautiful and packed with dishes
that are good for you, this is like no other vegan cookbook.
The Vegan Scoop brings the pleasures of the ice cream parlor into your home with 150 recipes for delicious frozen desserts that are so rich
and creamy, they’re better than the “real” thing—and contain one-third the calories! Developed by vegan hipster Wheeler del Torro of
Wheeler’s Frozen Desserts, these “faux” creams feature 100 percent vegan-certified ingredients, making them suitable for both vegans and
those with lactose intolerance and other dairy aversions. And with each serving containing approximately 80 calories—nearly 100 calories
fewer than a serving of traditional ice cream—you can indulge with peace of mind (and keep your trim waistline!). Chapters are devoted to
innovative flavor “inspirations,” and cover everything from Caribbean & Island Flavors to Healthy Flavors and Aphrodisiacal Flavors. You’ll
also find two chapters full of recipes for toppings, sauces, sides, and other dessert accompaniments. Recipes include: Peanut Butter Banana
Black Sesame Chocolate Marshmallow Almond Cookie Orange Passion Fruit Granola Crunch Pecan Apple Danish Espresso Bean Vanilla
Graham Cracker and hundreds more!
From Isa Chandra Moskowitz—the bestselling author of Veganomicon—comes a book dedicated to her true love: the home cook. Isa
Moskowitz learned to cook from cookbooks, recipe by recipe. And after a few decades of writing her own cookbooks, she knows what the
people want: easy-to-follow instructions and accessible ingredients. I Can Cook Vegan is for cooks of all stripes: The Just-Born, Brand New
Cook The Tried-and-True Seasoned Cook Who Is Tofu-Curious The Busy Weeknight Pantry Cook (this is everyone) The Farmers’ Market
Junkie Who Looks at All the Pretty Colors The Reluctant Parent to the Vegan Child For Anyone Doing Vegan for the Animals For Anyone
Doing Vegan for the Health Each chapter is a building block to becoming a better, more competent cook. The book teaches readers to cook
the way someone might learn a new instrument: master a couple of chords, and then start to put them together to form songs. Each chapter
starts with a fresh mission, and readers will cook their way through pastas, salads, sandwiches, bowls, sautés, sheet-pan suppers, and
sweets—more than 125 recipes!—until they are ultimately the Best Cook Imaginable.
More than 100 utterly simple, crazy-delicious vegan recipes that satisfy cravings all day, everyday, from YouTube guru and bestselling author
of Vegan Comfort Classics Lauren Toyota. “I’m really looking forward to whipping up all of the delicious vegan meals in hot for food all
day.”—Jillian Harris, bestselling co-author of Fraiche Food, Full Hearts Buffalo chicken crunch wraps. The “spiced” grilled cheese. Stuffed
breakfast danishes. Tokyo street fries. These are some of the totally tastebud-pleasing dishes that are within your reach in hot for food all
day, a collection of Lauren’s mind-blowing recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and everything in between. With her signature bold style,
Lauren guides you, step by step, through her favorite everyday dishes, using tips and tricks to level up leftovers, saving you from eating the
same thing twice. Filled with drool-worthy photography for every recipe, as well as tasty ideas for entertaining and getting your snack on,
Lauren shows why she’s still hot for food, all day.
Sometimes all you need is a little spark of inspiration to change up your regular cooking routine. The Love & Lemons Cookbook features
more than one hundred simple recipes that help you turn your farmers market finds into delicious meals. The beloved Love & Lemons blog
has attracted buzz from everyone from bestselling author Heidi Swanson to Saveur Magazine, who awarded the blog Best Cooking Blog of
2014. Organized by ingredient, The Love & Lemons Cookbook teaches readers how to make beautiful food with what’s on hand, whether
it’s a bunch of rainbow-colored heirloom carrots from the farmers market or a four-pound cauliflower that just shows up in a CSA box. The
book also features resources to show readers how to stock their pantry, gluten-free and vegan options for many of the recipes, as well as
ideas on mixing and matching ingredients, so that readers always have something new to try. Stunningly designed and efficiently organized,
The Love & Lemons Cookbook is a resource that you will use again and again.

From the author of the successful blog, mouthwateringvegan.com, comes over 130 incredible recipes to showcase how
accessible, varied, delicious and nutritious vegan eating can be. In this book you'll find recipes for your favourite comfort foods in
all their vegan glory. Here are meat-free, egg-free and dairy-free recipes that combine the idea of eating healthily, with food that is
immediately satisfying, tastes great and is easy to prepare. From delicious dips, appetizers and soups; to main courses including
curries, pastas, stews, burgers and salads. There are a whole host of recommended juices and smoothies and--at the sweeter end
of scale--cookies, cakes and desserts. Mouthwatering Vegan transforms home cooking classics into vegan-accessible, delicious
dishes. Miriam challenges herself to replicate dishes that are usually impossible to include in a vegan diet and opens up the scope
for what vegan eating can be. Included in the book are recipes for vegan cheese, cream and mayonnaise; Chilli Con 'Carne',
Shepherd's Pie, Mince & Ale Pie, Stroganoff Supreme and the Perfect Roast. As well as delicious dishes that celebrate pulses and
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vegetables, such as Aubergine, Chickpea and Potato Curry; Stuffed Tomatoes and Zucchini Casserole; Red Bean Nut Burgers;
Spicy Rice & Quinoa Eggplant Bake; and Super Mushroom & Walnut Loaf. Many of Miriam's recipes are inspired by the
Mediterranean and the Far East, and all of them have the health benefits of vegan cooking without sacrificing the taste.
Mouthwatering Vegan opens up new possibilities for vegan eating that will make you rethink vegan cuisine.
Classic American meals just became healthier and more delicious with Laura Theodore's vegan twist on traditional family fare.
With quick-to-prepare and gourmet-style dishes, Jazzy Vegetarian Classics features Laura's original creations, such as vegan
shish kebabs and cauliflower steaks with sweet pepper sauce, and other spins on time-honored favorites, such as spaghetti and
“wheatballs" and decadent chocolate-ganache cake. Filled with easy-to-follow crowd-pleasing recipes, this cookbook will make
nutritionally dense and plant-based dishes your new family favorites. Fun and simple to incorporate into anyone's lifestyle, Jazzy
Vegetarian Classics provides wholesome full-menu plans for everything from weekday meals to special celebrations such as
parties and holiday dinners. Laura even includes suggestions on how to present appetizing, plant-based meals in unique and
festive ways, with her “Jazzy Music Pick" for each menu to help set the mood. Written for everyone—from seasoned vegans
looking for innovative new dishes, to casual home cooks interested in adding one or two plant-based meals a week to their
repertoire—Jazzy Vegetarian Classics includes guides to the basics of vegan cooking coupled with a glossary of common
ingredients. Laura also provides simple instructions on how to use a variety of substitutes for “veganizing" timeless main dishes,
desserts, soups, salads, and so much more. Put on some good music and embrace a healthy, delicious, and jazzy lifestyle!
Karoline Jönsson made her breakthrough in 2012 when her vegetarian food blog
Entertain in style—vegan style. The Vegan Table is your one-stop source for creating the perfect meal for your friends and family.
Whether you’re hosting an intimate gathering of friends or a large party with an open guest list, author Colleen Patrick-Goudreau,
crowned the “Vegan Martha Stewart” by VegNews magazine, will answer your every entertaining need. Inside you’ll be treated to
practically limitless recipe and menu ideas, making it easy to satisfy any and all palates and preferences. From romantic meals for
two to formal dinners, casual gatherings, children’s parties, and holiday feasts, you can keep the party going through every
occasion and season. Recipes include: Pumpkin Curry Roasted Red Pepper, Artichoke, and Pesto Sandwiches Creamy Macaroni
and Cashew Cheese Elegantly Simple Stuffed Bell Peppers Pasta Primavera with Fresh Veggies and Herbs Tempeh and
Eggplant Pot Pies African Sweet Potato and Peanut Stew Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Apples and Onions Spring Rolls with
Peanut Dipping Sauce South of the Border Pizza Tofu Spinach Lasagna Blackberry Pecan Crisp Flourless Chocolate Tart Red
Velvet Cake with Buttercream Frosting Celebrate the joy of plant-based cuisine with The Vegan Table, your ultimate at-home
dining and entertaining guide.
"Busy folks, rejoice! The recipes in The Simply Vegan Cookbook are accessible and doable, but never boring."--Melissa D'Arabian,
author and Food Network Host Forget about vegan cookbooks that require specialty ingredients and leave you unsatisfied. The
Simply Vegan Cookbook takes vegan cooking to the tastiest level with easy, delicious recipes that are fun to make and a delight to
eat. Creator and host of The Vegan Roadie, Dustin Harder has travelled over 110,000 miles--and visited every grocery store along
the way-- to find out which vegan foods are (and are not) accessible. Taking this into account, The Simply Vegan Cookbook
provides healthful, balanced vegan meals using easy-to-find, affordable vegan ingredients. From greens and beans to grains and
mains, The Simply Vegan Cookbook is the most comprehensive of vegan cookbooks to date. This vegan cookbook offers: 150
recipes with two variations each, resulting in a total of 450 recipes No more than 30 minutes of active time prep time per recipe
Cooking tutorials improve your skills for making vegan staples The Simply Vegan Cookbook gives home cooks what other vegan
cookbooks don't--vegan recipes that save time, money, and your sanity.
Hearty Plant-Based Indulgences for Every Day of the Week When Melanie McDonald first became a vegan, she was disappointed
in the lack of vibrant, flavorful vegan recipes available—so she created her own. Now, she shares all her favorite homey recipes,
ensuring that everyone can enjoy tasty plant-based dishes. Pump up your mornings with Black Forest Breakfast Crepes or Rustic
Skillet Potato and Greens Hash. Gather around the dinner table with family and friends to enjoy favorites like Soul-Warming Stew
and Dumplings, Sticky Sweet-and-Sour Tofu and Rich and Saucy Bolognese. And satisfy all those between-meal cravings with
sweets and snacks like Bangin’ BBQ Cauliflower Wings and Sky-High Apple Pie. No matter the meal or occasion, Melanie’s
recipes prove that the vegan versions of familiar favorites leave you feeling nourished and satisfied.
Beloved New York Times bestselling cookbook author Julia Turshen returns with her first collection of recipes featuring a healthier
take on the simple, satisfying comfort food for which she’s known. Julia Turshen has always been cooking. As a kid, she skipped
the Easy-Bake Oven and went straight to the real thing. Throughout her life, cooking has remained a constant, and as fans of her
popular books know, Julia’s approach to food is about so much more than putting dinner on the table—it is about love, community,
connection, and nourishment of the body and soul. In Simply Julia, readers will find 110 foolproof recipes for more nutritious takes
on the simple, comforting meals Julia cooks most often. With practical chapters such as weeknight go-tos, make-ahead mains,
vegan one-pot meals, chicken recipes, easy baked goods, and more, Simply Julia provides endlessly satisfying options comprised
of accessible and affordable ingredients. Think dishes like Stewed Chicken with Sour Cream + Chive Dumplings, Hasselback
Carrots with Smoked Paprika, and Lemon Ricotta Cupcakes—the kind of flavorful yet unfussy food everyone wants to make at
home. In addition to her tried-and-true recipes, readers will find Julia’s signature elements—her “Seven Lists” (Seven Things I
Learned From Being a Private Chef that Make Home Cooking Easier; Seven Ways to Use Leftover Buttermilk; Seven Ways to Use
Leftover Egg Whites or Egg Yolks), menu suggestions, and helpful adaptations for dietary needs, along with personal essays and
photos and gorgeous food photography. Like Melissa Clark’s Dinner or Ina Garten’s Modern Comfort Food, Simply Julia is sure
to become an instant classic, the kind of cookbook that will inspire home cooks to create great meals for years to come.
Being vegan doesn’t have to mean living off kale and quinoa, or spending your money on fancy and expensive ingredients. And it
definitely doesn’t have to mean feeling limited for choices of what to eat! What if “vegan food” could mean cheesy nachos and
pizza, hearty burritos, gooey spinach and artichoke dip, decadent chocolate cake or even crème brûlée? Well, it can. In Fuss-Free
Vegan, Sam Turnbull shows you that “vegan” does not equal unappetizing dishes, complicated steps, ingredients you have never
heard of, or even food that tastes healthy. Instead, she gives you drool-worthy yet utterly fuss-free recipes that will bring everyone
together at the table, vegans and non-vegans alike, in a chorus of rave reviews. This is the cookbook Sam wishes she had when
she went vegan: one that recreates and veganizes the dishes she loved most in her pre-vegan days, like fluffy pancakes and
crispy bacon, cheesy jalapeño poppers and pizza pockets, creamy Caesar salad and macaroni and cheese, rich chocolate
brownies and holiday-worthy pumpkin pie, to name just a few. (And there’s no hummus recipe in sight.) Say goodbye to searching
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endlessly around for that one special ingredient that you can't even pronounce, or cooking dishes that don’t deliver on their
promise of yumminess; instead, say hello to ingredients you can pick up at your local grocery store, step-by-step techniques, and
Sam’s enthusiastic voice cheering you on throughout this fun, approachable cookbook. With 101 tried-and-tested, one-of-a-kind
vegan recipes for every meal, from breakfasts to lunches to dinners, and even snacks, desserts, appetizers and vegan staples, as
well as handy menu plans and tips to amp up the recipes and your vegan life, Sam Turnbull and Fuss-Free Vegan are your
ultimate guides in the new vegan kitchen.
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